Quantitative assessment of air trapping in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease using inspiratory and expiratory volumetric MDCT.
The purpose of our study was to determine the attenuation threshold value for the detection and quantification of air trapping using paired inspiratory and expiratory volumetric MDCT scans and to assess whether the densitometric parameter can be used for the quantification of airway dysfunction in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) regardless of the degree of emphysema. This study included 36 patients with COPD who underwent 64-MDCT. The entire lung volume with attenuation between -500 and -1,024 H was segmented as whole lung. The lung volume with attenuation between -500 and -950 H was segmented as limited lung, while the lung volume of less than -950 H was segmented as emphysema and eliminated. The relative volumes for limited lung (relative volume(n-950)) with attenuation values below thresholds (n) ranging from -850 to -950 H, and relative volume for whole lung (relative volume(<n)) were obtained on inspiratory and expiratory CT. Then the differences of relative volumes after expiration in whole lung (relative volume change(<n)) and limited lung (relative volume change(n-950)) were calculated. Patients were classified into two groups according to mean relative volume less than -950 H. Correlations between densitometry parameters and pulmonary function tests (PFTs) reflecting airway dysfunction were evaluated. The highest correlation with PFTs was observed at the upper threshold of -860 H. In the moderate to severe emphysema group (relative volume(<-950) > 15%), relative volume change(860-950) significantly correlated with the results of PFTs, whereas no significant correlations were seen between relative volume change(<-860) and PFTs. In the minimal or mild emphysema group (inspiratory relative volume(<-950) < 15%), all densitometric parameters correlated with PFTs. The densitometric parameter of relative volume change calculated on paired inspiratory and expiratory MDCT using the threshold of -860 H in limited lung correlated closely with airway dysfunction in COPD regardless of the degree of emphysema.